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About This Game

It has been years since brave Mina Lockheart defeated Lord Strix. But dark shadows are rising once again! Spirits are
restless! For he has awaken! Evil Lord Strix is breeding a new army to enslave all creatures from the Dragon Mountains!

It is once again up to Mina and her best friend spirit Malik to travel to distant parts of the world and find clues how to open the
passage to a hidden wasteland - Lord Strix's lair. Meet different characters along your journey, help them and have them help

you. Search and discover new places, but hurry! Lord Strix gets stronger by the minute!

Features:

Follow the clues and find the passage to Strix's lair

Explore many unique fantasy locations

Meet mythical creatures on your journey

Solve dozens of puzzling minigames

Bright and colorful fantasy atmosphere
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This game is short and really fun. The music alone is worth the price. An XBOX controller and a good pair of headphones is a
must.. This game is simple yet thought provoking. It's a fun little game that takes strategy but yeilds high fun payoffs. Runs
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-----------------------------------------ENGLISH---------------------------------------------------

Nice old Russian game. Passage in 15 minutes of playing time, and a few hours of spiritual nostalgia. In this game should
evaluate and Western players - is slightly open to them of the knowledge of Russian culture. Despite the old release date and
some problems with the game - he's still able to bring pleasant moments of the passage.
So, the game is obligatory for those who remember the early 2000s and the first Russian quests. After purchasing it, we can pay
tribute to the memories that we have associated with the development of computer games in Russia at that time.
Although it should be noted - it is very outdated .... Gorgeous interactive sandbox.

There is not a lot of content or depth, but still nice to play around with. You control push/pulling in numerous particles and
through that create interesting and beautiful particle interaction/visualization.

Worth the 5 minutes playing around.. Good fun. Could do with a little more content. I would like to see more Automated traps.
Overall its a good purchase when on sale!. The game is just a series of timing\/memory puzzles. Nothing more. It gets to the
point of frustration replacing enjoyment. The puzzles are not difficult in a mindbending way but rather a hair pulling way in that
they require exteme quickness with your mouse and memorizing the layout while being timed on a very short clock. They are all
doable but it is not what I would call a thinking mans puzzle type of game. As a diehard lover of puzzle\/adventure games I
really did not like this game. It may appeal to others but for me it didn't hack it. Blind faith can be costly at times. luckily for me
it was only 4 bucks.. Watch your back RPGMaker...
There's a new kid in town!

(Just joking, I'll always love you RPGMaker). When you make a Sonic game that's better than Sonic games have been for the
last 15 years, you have Freedom Planet.
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great game totally cool but the only fact is you have to the things for your aparmen only with currency that cost money. BUT it
is still a great game to meat new people. This was one of my first VR titles and I was pretty impressed with it for the most part.
The narrative was decent and the production values were strong. It's on the short side (I have finished it once) and while the
quality was good the interactivity is a bit limited. If you are looking for an on-rails VR experience piloting a stompy mech and
shooting at lots of things this is probably what you want. Note that the content is somewhat adult oriented and there is some mild
language that may be too much for younger kids, though tweens and teens should be fine. I wish I could give this a neutral rating
based on the interactivity, content length and price point but that's not possible so I am voting thumbs up but would encourage
waiting for a sale or a price drop and knowing what you are getting in to.. 75% of the content is recycled from the first game
and puzzle-like things are an insult to human mind. There are much better walking simulators than this, stay away.. for some
reason i didn't do a review for this
no need to say words for valve games except
yes

pros:
gmod textures
gmod textures
gmod textures
gmod textures
gmod textures

cons:
alot of gmod maps are missing textures without this. i wood not buy dis because it take a year for any of your building to be
done and even on the 10 time seed i was still way 1h irl just for 1 house to build and since you cant place down building unless
you have what you need for it you cant rill plane head and dis game is just a ripof of banish witch is way more fun.. Player
Bases.
\u2611 Kids.
\u2611 Everyone.
\u2610 Mature.
\u2610 Casual Players.
\u2610 Pro players.

Graphics.
\u2610 Potato.
\u2610 Really Bad.
\u2610 Bad.
\u2611 OK.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Beautiful.
\u2610 Masterpiece.

Price.
\u2610 Full Price.
\u2611 Wait For Sale.
\u2610 Refund It If You Can.
\u2610 Don't Buy It.
\u2610 Free.

Requirements.
\u2611 Minimum.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2610 Fast.
\u2610 High End.
\u2610 Super Computer.

Difficulty.
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\u2611 Easy.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2610 Hard.
\u2610 Very Hard.
\u2610 Death March.
\u2610 Dark Souls.

Game length.
\u2611 Really Short. ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short. ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Medium. ( 8 - 16 hours)
\u2610 Long. ( 16+ hours)
\u2610 Endless.

Story.
\u2611 It Doesn't Have One.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Fantastic.

Cinematic\/Art.
\u2611 It Doesn't Have.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Like Watching A Movie.

Music\/Sound.
\u2611 Horrible.
\u2610 Decent.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Amazing.

Gameplay.
\u2610 Terrible.
\u2611 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Fantastic.

Bugs.
\u2610 Game Itself Is One Big BUG.
\u2610 Game Breaking Bugs.
\u2610 Lots of bugs.
\u2611 Few Bugs.
\u2610 Nothing.

Others.
Multiplayer: \u2610
Singleplayer: \u2611
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Final Score:
2\/10

Not Recommended at all!. A casual, and very beautifully artistic, created game depicting the lives of two Preying Mantisis
discussing the close line between love and death.

You can choose to either play as a male or female mantis with varying routes and dialogue. Speaking of dialogue, you can type
exactly what you want to say and the other mantis will respond accordingly - an aspect very rarely played out well in games
nowadays. Along with dialogue, you also have a few options to do certain interactions as well as portray various emotions to
your partner.

A beautiful gem of a game that provokes emotions, thoughts and potential new perspectives on both love and death.

The ShockRods BETA 2.0 is upon us!:

If you want to sign up and take part in BETA 2.0 please follow the link below:

https://www.greenmangaming.com/shockrods-beta-signup

Take to the arena and frag like it's 1996!. ShockRods is coming to Early Access May 30th! [Updated]:
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Ready the rail gun and prime the grenade launcher! ShockRods is coming to Early Access on May 30th!

We know many of you were able to play the betas and really loved it! soon it will be time to take to the arena again and put
everything you learnt to good use, remember the 5 D's: Dodge, frag, frag, frag and frag!

For everyone else, add ShockRods to your wishlist and be ready to take to the arena for the first time on May 30th!

Update can be found here:

https://steamcommunity.com/games/647640/announcements/detail/1598127930592520964

. Frost Deatherem OrbusVR: Reborn The Unholy Society Mean Routine King Rabbit Truberbrook / Trüberbrook Metro Sim
Hustle If My Heart Had Wings ShockRods Keep Calm & Keep your Powder Dry!:
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Earlier this month we opened up pre-orders for ShockRods around our live beta testing. Now the beta testing is done and the
findings are being acted upon, it’s a good time for us to update you on what’s been happening since.

Firstly, we’d just like to say a big THANK YOU to everyone who not only took part in the test weekends but also dropped by to
check out the game at EGX Rezzed in April. We loved chatting to you all and hearing all the great things you had to say about
ShockRods.

We had an amazing response from players during the beta, and the hugely helpful feedback and suggestions have continued to
come in since – mainly through our dedicated Discord channel. This input has been invaluable to us, allowing us to tune and
tweak the gameplay. As part of this process, we’ve made the decision to move the release of ShockRods to late summer 2019.
This will allow us to incorporate all the relevant intel that’s been gathered, and address everything that came from the betas and
subsequent discussions.

The extra time will ensure that we deliver the very best version of ShockRods possible – which has always been and remains our
number one goal.

Once again, thank you everyone for the incredible support! And we look forward to seeing you soon in the ShockRods battle
arenas!

Stainless Games. Come check out what Eurogamer thought of ShockRods!:
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https://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2019-04-04-shockrods-is-a-thrillingly-old-school-arena-shooter#comments. BETA 2.0
Patch notes are here!:

UI & Audio. Sign ups for BETA 2.0 are live!:
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Sign up to BETA 2.0 here!

https://www.greenmangaming.com/shockrods-beta-signup

And add ShockRods to your wishlist!
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